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Dynamic magnetic reconnection in three space dimensions:
Fan current solutions
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The problem of incompressible, nonlinear magnetic reconnection in three-dimensional ‘‘open’’
geometries is considered. An analytic treatment shows that dynamic ‘‘fan current’’ reconnection
may be driven by superposing long wavelength, finite amplitude, plane wave disturbances onto
three-dimensional magneticX-points. The nonlinear reconnection of the field is preceded by an
advection phase in which magnetic shear waves drive large currents as they localize in the vicinity
of the magnetic null. Analytic arguments, reinforced by detailed simulations, show that the ohmic
dissipation rate can be independent of the plasma resistivity if the merging is suitably driven.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1070-664X~98!01703-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The physical importance of magnetic reconnection
well recognized. Reconnection is the only mechanism t
allows a highly conducting plasma to simplify its magnet
field topology~e.g., Parker1!. That is, by cutting and rejoin
ing magnetic-field lines at null points in the field, magne
energy can be released to the fluid, either as plasma he
or as the kinetic energy of mass motion. Yet, for reconn
tion to yield a significant energy release rate in a wea
resistive plasma, strong current densities must develop
very small length scales. It is this fact—when coupled w
the intrinsic difficulty of handling the nonlinear magnetoh
drodynamic equations—that complicates the developmen
plausible magnetic reconnection mechanisms.

In the past, numerical simulations have provided the p
mary tool for investigating dynamic models of reconnecti
~e.g., Biskamp2!. Although simulations provide much insigh
into the problem, they are generally limited to phenome
logical investigations at high plasma resistivities, orders
magnitude beyond what is physically realistic. There are a
difficulties with the boundary conditions—especially f
classical, steady-state merging, in open geometries—
lead to notorious problems of interpretation.3

It has recently become clear however, that analy
progress can be made with the classical, incompressible
connection problem. Craig and Henton4 first demonstrated
that the planar, steady-state problem yields an exact re
nection ‘‘shear flow’’ solution, expressible in terms o
named functions. This analysis generalizes naturally to
cous solutions,5 and time-dependent, planar models.6 But of
more interest in the present context is the extention to th
space dimensions.7 Here there are two types of solutions—
namely fan and spine models to use the nomenclature
Priest and Titov8—depending on whether the reconnecti
involves classical current sheets or quasi-cylindrical tub
The spine model provides extremely rich, tubular curr

a!Electronic mail: i.craig@waikato.ac.nz
6351070-664X/98/5(3)/635/10/$15.00
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structures, but it seems doubtful whether these can con
sufficient magnetic energy for many applications—for i
stance, for explaining the huge, explosive release of the s
flare.9

The purpose of the present paper is to explore tim
dependent, fan reconnection models. In particular, we
interested in the question of whether fan solutions can p
duce fast ohmic dissipation, that is, whether they can rele
magnetic energy at a rate independent of the plasma resi
ity h. The background to the problem is detailed in Sec
where we introduce the governing magnetohydrodyna
~MHD! equations. In Sec. III the wave properties of the s
lution are discussed and it is shown that a Klein–Gord
equation governs the ideal ‘‘plane-wave’’ solution for th
field disturbance. Section IV interprets this analysis in ter
of the dynamic, planar solutions presented by previo
authors.10 Finally, in Sec. V, we give a detailed discussion
the dynamic, three-dimensional merging problem and qu
tify the conditions under which fast ohmic release is po
sible.

II. TIME-DEPENDENT RECONNECTION ANALYSIS

A. Introduction

The basic idea of fan current reconnection is shown
Fig. 1. Curved field lines are washed into the reconnect
region through the planesx561. There is a global curren
sheet, localized over the planex50, across which approach
ing field lines are cut and reconnected at the neutral po
Exact steady-state solutions of the fan current mechanism
already available.11 What we develop here is a fully dynami
description.

B. Master equations

We assume that the plasma is governed by the inc
pressible, resistive MHD equations. An open geometry
assumed which allows the flow of mass and energy thro
the surfaces bounding the reconnection volume. Adopt
nondimensional variables, in which fluid velocities are e
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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pressed in units of the Alfve´n speed at the boundary of th
reconnection region, the momentum and induction equat
can be written in the form

]v

]t
1~v•¹!v2~v•¹!v5~B•¹!J2~J•¹!B, ~1!

]B

]t
1~v•¹!B2~B•¹!v5h¹2B, ~2!

where we have normalized the plasma density tor[1. The
current density and the vorticity are given by

J5¹3B, v5¹3v,

where the field and flow are constrained by

¹•B50, ¹•v50.

Note that we employ the ‘‘curled’’ form of the momentum
equation. The plasma pressure may be recovered from
uncurled form of the momentum equation onceB andv have
been determined.

The system is conservative apart from the resistive
ergy losses of the plasma. The resistivity is assumed cons
and uniform and in the present unitsh has the dimensions o
an inverse Lundquist number. Sinceh is typically of order
10212, the ohmic dissipation rate over the reconnection
gion R, namely

Wh5hE
R
J2d3r[h^J2&, ^x&[E

R
xd3r , ~3!

is quite negligible unless the plasma contains strong lo
ized currents. It follows that, if magnetic reconnection is
be significant as an energy conversion mechanism, then
tremely large current densities must develop over sm
length scales to enhance the ohmic dissipation rate. Stu
of the solar atmosphere, in fact, suggest that a ‘‘fast’’ rec
nection mechanism is required to account for the explos

FIG. 1. A field line lying in the planey5z is advected across the spine fo
axisymmetric fan current reconnection. The arrows and dotted line sh
the direction and motion of the plasma that carries the field across the s
Parameters areh51023, k5b51/2, a51, Y(1)5Z(1)50.05.
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energy release of the solar flare. Accordingly, fast reconn
tion solutions provide a central goal of magnetic reconn
tion theory.

C. Time-dependent fan current reconnection

To develop solutions we assume that the magnetic
velocity fields can be represented by the superposition o
steady global fieldP~r ! and a transient disturbance fie
Q(r ,t). The simplest representation ofP~r !—though by no
means the only one—is provided by the three dimensio
X-point form

P~r !52xx̂1kyŷ1~12k!zẑ. ~4!

By taking 0<k<1 we maintain a special role for thex axis.
In terms of the eigenstructure of the null, this field line form
the ‘‘spine’’ of the background field, that is the unique fie
line into the null. Separatrix field lines emerging from th
null can—as illustrated in Fig. 2—be visualized as a ‘‘fan
in the planex50. The illustrated null is positive, since mor
field lines exit the null than enter it.12

As Craig and Fabling7 have emphasized, the form of th
reconnection is determined by whether the fan or the spin
distorted by the disturbance field. In the analysis that follo
we concentrate on fan reconnection in which current she
develop in the fan plane. The disturbance field is represen
by plane waves propagating along the spine axis and s
tions are developed by setting

Q5Q~x,t !, Q• x̂50. ~5!

The influence of the disturbance field is most easily
sualised in the case of a planar null~k51, say!. As Fig. 3
illustrates, there are two special cases, depending on whe
the background field is distorted in the plane of the null, or
right angles to it. In both cases the disturbance tends to
calize in a narrow current layer (x.0) overlying the neutral
point. However, in contrast to the perpendicular waves,
planar disturbances drive reconnection—that is, they dis
the separatrix planey50 of the background field. More gen

s
e.

FIG. 2. Schematic spine and fan structure for an isolatedX-point null.
 license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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erally, since perpendicular modes cannot be amplified by
background flow, it is only the planar modes that have
potential for fast reconnection.6 Although the distinction be-
tween planar and perpendicular disturbances no longer h
for three-dimensional nulls, we shall find that the orientat
of the disturbance field to the background flow remains a
factor in determining the properties of the magnetic ene
release.

Finally, we note that a second form of reconnection—
which the fan surface is distorted—can also be develo
using the present formulation. The disturbance field ha
form Q5Q(y,z,t) x̂ and involves quasi-cylindrical current
aligned to the spine axis. Although the spine formulati
leads to richer current structures, the magnetic energy in
disturbance field is typically many orders of magnitu
weaker than the fan model.9 A brief discussion of spine cur
rent reconnection is given in Appendix B.

D. Fan reconnection equations

To construct fan current solutions we substitute
forms

v5aP~r !1V~x,t !ŷ1W~x,t !ẑ, ~6!

B5bP~r !1Y~x,t !ŷ1Z~x,t !ẑ, ~7!

FIG. 3. Schematic showing the distinction between perpendicular~lower!
and planar~upper! wave forms superposed on a two-dimensionalX-point. If
we assume the field disturbance is only in they direction these two pictures
correspond tok50 andk51, respectively.
Downloaded 03 Nov 2008 to 130.217.76.77. Redistribution subject to AIP
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with a and b positive constants, into the momentum a
induction equations. The sign ofb is arbitrary buta must be
positive to maintain the sign of the null. The evolution equ
tions can be written in the form

Vt5a~xVx2kV!2b~xYx2kY!1 f V~ t !, ~8!

Yt5a~xYx1kY!2b~xVx1kV!1hYxx , ~9!

Wt5a~xWx2~12k!W!2b~xZx2~12k!Z!1 f W~ t !,
~10!

Zt5a~xZx1~12k!Z!2b~xWx1~12k!W!1hZxx ,
~11!

wheref V and f W are arbitrary functions of time. We note tha
they components ofQ completely decouple from thez com-
ponents. In fact we need only consider theY2V pair since
the expressions forZ2W follow from the simple replace-
mentsk→(12k), Y→Z, V→W. In addition, we observe
that since the variable changex→h1/2x eliminates the ex-
plicit h dependence of this system, there appears to b
natural small length scale in thex direction. We shall see
later that h1/2 determines the scaling of the current lay
overlying the neutral point.

E. The plasma pressure

The plasma pressure can be deduced from the uncu
form of the momentum equation,

p~r ,t !5p0~ t !2 1
2~a2P21Q2!2b~kyY1~12k!zZ!

2y fV~ t !2z fW~ t !, ~12!

whereQ25Y21Z2 determines the magnetic pressure of t
disturbance field. This expression immediately brings out
problem with steady-state, flux pile-up solutions, in whi
Q2 increases indefinitely ash→0.11,13–15 Since p0 must
scale asQ2/2 to maintain positive pressures in the reconn
tion region, we see that unbounded pressures are require
the limit of smallh.

More physically, we can identifyp0 with the magnitude
of external hydromagnetic pressures which sustain the b
ground flows that stretch and amplify the disturbance fie
The fact that the pressure must be bounded in any real
plasma shows that the flux pile-up solutions eventually sa
rate ~at some sufficiently small resistivity! in any viable
model of the reconnection process.9 This point is discussed
further in Sec. VI.

In the analysis that follows we assume that all the d
turbance fields are odd in order to maintain the null point
the field and stagnation point of the flow at the origin. In th
case we must takef V(t)5 f W(t)50.

F. The global energy balance

In studying fast reconnection solutions we are primar
interested in quantifying the ohmic losses for realistic valu
of the plasma resistivity. In an open geometry however, th
may be a flux of mass and energy through the boundarie
the reconnection regionR—which we take to be the uni
cube—that contributes to the decay of the disturbance fi
 license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 4. Characteristics for the propagation of the field disturbance@Eq. ~16!#. There are, in general, two wave speeds with characteristicsC1 ~solid line! and
C2 ~dashed line!. For all three values ofa we takeb51. Only in the casea.b do both wave profiles localize.
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These contributions must be quantified if we are to av
confusing the field decay with the global ohmic losses.

The global energy losses are defined by the time der
tive of ^B21v2&/2. For our purposes it is sufficient to con
sider only contributions from they components of the dis
turbance field. The analysis of Appendix A gives

Ė54A1~ t !2 1
2a~12k!^Y21V2&1 1

2ak^Y2&2 3
2ak^V2&

1b^VY&2h^J2&, ~13!

whereA1(t)5a(V1
21Y1

2)22bV1Y1 .
It is clear that only the last term in Eq.~13! is associated

with the ohmic losses of the plasma: Ifa or b is nonzero
then other mechanisms can affect the energy contained in
reconnection volumeR. For example, the termA1(t) reflects
the energy flux at the inflow boundaries (uxu51). Even ifa
vanishes, energy can still escape via shear waves propag
along the background magnetic-field lines—hence the t
b^VY& in the energy equation.6

When a background stagnation point flow is presenta
.0) the plasma can also advect energy out of the volume
reflected by the second term in Eq.~13!. The third term—
namely 1

2ak^Y2&—describes the energy increase due to
stretching of the disturbance field by the background flo
The fourth term quantifies the nonlinear interaction betwe
the background and disturbance flows.

III. WAVE PROPERTIES OF THE SOLUTION

A. The wave equation

Suppose some long wavelength disturbance fieldQ(x,t)
is superposed on the backgroundX-point. The plasma resis
tivity can have little physical effect until the disturbance h
localized to some small length scale determined byh. This
localization phase is governed by the advection of the dis
bance field and—as planar studies confirm6—it is the
buildup in the wave amplitude that governs the strength
the nascent current layer.

The advection problem is much simplified by introdu
ing the co-moving frame

t5t, j5xeat. ~14!
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It follows, on eliminatingV from Eq. ~9!, that Y evolves
according to the Klein–Gordon equation

Ytt5b2Yxx1k2~a22b2!Y, x5 ln j, h[0. ~15!

Indeed it can be shown that Eq.~15! holds for any linear
combination ofY andV.

The Klein–Gordon equation implies that the fan reco
nection problem can be likened to the one dimension
forced oscillations of an elastic medium. Specifically, Equ
tion ~15! derives by taking the extremum of the Lagran
density,

L~Y,Yt ,Yx!5 1
2~Yt

22b2Yx
22k2~a22b2!Y2!.

The first two terms represent the exchange of kinetic a
potential energy densities during the oscillation while t
final term governs the external driving of the wave. Th
driving is determined, not only by the magnitude (a2

2b2), but also by the isotropyk of the background field.
Note also that whenb vanishes no restoring force is pro
vided by the medium. For the magnetic reconnection pr
lem this limit corresponds to the absence of a backgro
potential field: Straight field lines are driven together by t
external flow (a.0), and no restoring force is available t
limit the compression. This is an artefact of the open flo
incompressible formulation. In reality, the plasma press
accumulated in the current sheet must eventually feed b
on the ‘‘external’’ hydromagnetic forces that drive th
merging.9

B. Characteristics of the flow

Returning to the Klein–Gordon Eq.~15!, we note that
the solution has two characteristics, namely,C65x6bt, or
in real space

C15xe2~a1b!t, C25xe2~a2b!t. ~16!

As summarized in Fig. 4, an arbitrary initial wave envelo
centred about the pointx5x0 ~say!, splits into two compo-
nents. The component associated with theC1 characteristic
rapidly localizes, but the other only localizes ifa.b. In the
special casea5b the solution reduces to an inward prop
 license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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gating pulse plus a standing wave component. Fora,b the
C2 pulse broadens and propagates away from the origin.
key point is that only inward moving waves localize in re
space, driving increasingly large currents as they appro
the planex50.

The wave amplitude can also increase as the pulse lo
izes. If the tension termb2Yxx is small enough to be ne
glected, then

Y~j,t!→Y0~j!ek~a22b2!1/2
t.

Since the tension term provides an extra energy loss m
for the plasma, we deduce that the localization criteriona
.b provides a necessary condition for growth.

C. Fourier representation of the wave solution

The previous considerations are reinforced by takin
Fourier transform inx-space. The Klein–Gordon equatio
reduces to

Ȳtt5~k2~a22b2!2b2k2!Ȳ,
~17!

Ȳ~x,t!5E
2`

`

exp~2 ikx!Y~k,t!dk,

which yields the formal solution

Y~x,t!5
1

2p E
2`

`

dkA6~k!exp~ ikx!exp~6n~k!t!

~18!

where

n~k!5Aa2k22b2~k21k2!.

Growth requiresR(n).0 and a necessary condition
clearly that akÞ0. By choosingk50 the flow becomes
planar, but oriented at right angles to the direction of
disturbance field. In this case the disturbance field canno
stretched and magnified by the background flow@see Eq.
~19! below#.

Growth also depends on the spectral character of
initial disturbance. Although the wave solution is formal
defined on a noncompact space domain, namely 0,uxu
,`, the solution is actually restricted to the space inter
Dx<x<1 whereDx is the width of the current sheet. A
global initial disturbance requiresku ln Dxu.1. The scaling of
the resistive layer~see Secs. IV B and V B! implies thatk
!1 and so the conditionsa.b, k.0 are effectively suffi-
cient for growth.

Finally, we mention two special cases in which wa
packet solutions are possible. Whenb50, corresponding to
the merging of straight field lines driven together by t
background flow, we obtain the wave solution

Y~x,t !5ekatY0~j!, j5xeat. ~19!

Another simple case is provided by takinga5b. The
wave speeds are6b in x-space corresponding to the re
space solution

Y~x,t !5G~xe2at!1H~x!. ~20!
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We recover a stationary component plus a wave propaga
inwards at the speed 2ax. Again we see that localization o
the wave is a necessary but not sufficient condition
growth in the solution.

IV. SPECIAL CASE SOLUTIONS

A. Introduction

Many of the limiting cases of Eqs.~8! and~9! have been
discussed in the literature. All previous known dynamic s
lutions involve an ignorable coordinate, as summarized
Table I. Our present purpose is to show how the fan curr
analysis incorporates these solutions—and can be use
predict scaling laws and ohmic dissipation rates for all pla
models. A detailed analysis of the three-dimensional re
tive system is given in Sec. V.

B. Annihilation of straight field lines

As already mentioned, the limitb50 corresponds to
pure magnetic annihilation involving the merging of straig
field lines. With V5b50 the magnetic and velocity field
have the components

B5~0,Y~x,t !,0!, v5a~2x,ky,~12k!z!. ~21!

The Clark16 solution corresponds to the planar flow fieldk
51. Clark derives exact solutions and demonstrates,
means of concrete examples, the fast nature of the diss
tion. Specifically, there is an initial phase in which the fie
advects into a narrow current layer overlying the neut
point, followed by a rapid ohmic dissipation phase in whi
the field is resistively annihilated.

The essence of the Clark result can be obtained
invoking the wave solution~19!. This solution breaks down
when the wave has localized sufficiently for resisti
diffusion to become important. In the co-moving~j,t! frame,
the wave solution Y5ekatY0(j) breaks down when
uhe2atYjju.uYtu. It follows that the wave solution remain
valid for times less than the localization time

T.
1

2a
lnS ak

h D . ~22!

When t.T the wave has collapsed to the length scalex
[Dx.h1/2 corresponding to the field buildupY;h2k/2 and
the current densityJ;h2(11k)/2. The ohmic dissipation rate
scales as

Wh.hJ2Dx;h1/22k, ~23!

TABLE I. Categorization of the kown planar time-dependent models
terms of the notation of Sec. II.

Planar models
(k51)

Background
flow aÞ0

Background
field bÞ0

Planar
components

Nonplanar
components

Clark A x V50 x
Bulanovet al. x A A x
Henton A A A x
Craig and McClymont A A A A
 license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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and so any solution withk>1/2 is fast. The flux pile-up in
the solution is reflected however, by the scaling of t
plasma pressure

p0; 1
2Y

2;h2k. ~24!

We see that the ‘‘super fast’’ annihilation of the Clark sol
tion (k51) leads to the most severe pressure dependenc
appears that thek51/2 axisymmetric solution allows th
best compromise between achieving a weak pressure bu
and a fast annihilation rate. Note that the slow Sweet–Pa
rate, namelyWh;h1/2, is obtained whenk50. In this case
the field is directed normal to the plane of the velocity fie
v5a(2x,0,z), and there is no flux pile-up.

C. Undriven shear flow reconnection

Suppose there is no background flow to drive the me
ing. Then a50 and the magnetic and velocity fields a
given by

B5~2bx,bky1Y~x,t !,b~12k!z!, v5~0,V~x,t !,0!.
~25!

The casek51 has been analyzed by Bulanovet al.10 and
represents the propagation of shear wave disturbances i
plane of the backgroundX-point field ~see also Craig and
Rickard17!. More recently, Craig and McClymont6 have ana-
lyzed the time development of~nonreconnective! displace-
ments perpendicular to the plane of theX-point. Either way,
since the solution for an isolated Fourier mode is given b

YF~x,t !5ent6 ik~ ln x1at !, n~k!5Aa2k22b2~k21k2!,

~26!

we see thatn is purely imaginary fora50. This precludes
the growth of any Fourier component, independent ofk. The
absence of flux pile-up, when coupled to theh1/2 scaling of
the current layer, implies that the dissipation rate must
low the slow Sweet–Parker scalingWh;h1/2 ~see Craig and
McClymont6 for an exact analysis!.

There is, however, a caveat to the interpretation of th
results. Both Bulanovet al. and Craig and McClymont dem
onstrate that the magnetic field actually decays rapidly, o
u ln hu time scale, rather than at the slow rate predicted abo
The reason is apparent from the global energy balance~13!,

Ė5b^VY&2h^J2&.

We see from theb^VY& term that energy can be carried o
of the reconnection region by shear waves propagating a
the background magnetic field. The energy loss time sca
then determined by the time it takes for shear Alfve´n waves,
propagating from the boundary of the reconnection region
approach the edge of the diffusion layer6 x.h1/2. It is these
Alfvénic losses, rather than the weak resistive losses,
dominate the decay of the disturbance field.

D. Driven shear flow reconnection

Fast reconnection becomes a possibility when strong
ternal flows are available to drive the merging. The driv
planar merging problem has been analysed by Henton18 (k
51) and Craig and McClymont6 and we shall give only a
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summary discussion here. Although the problem is n
more complicated than the driven annihilation of straig
field lines—wave modes are present due to the curvatur
the magnetic-field lines—the merging can be described
broadly similar terms. In particular, it can be shown that t
conditionsk>1/2, a.b, remain sufficient for fast dissipa
tion. Rather than go through this argument, which mim
that of Sec. IV B, we now present a detailed analysis of
three-dimensional merging problem.

V. THREE-DIMENSIONAL FAN RECONNECTION
SOLUTIONS

A. Introduction

The problem is to determine the time-dependent com
nents of the magnetic and velocity fields

B5~2bx,bky1Y~x,t !,b~12k!z!,
~27!

v5~2ax,aky1V~x,t !,a~12k!z!,

given some long wavelength initial disturbance. Althou
the evolution Eqs.~8! and ~9! for the disturbance fields ar
quite complicated, we can make some analytic progress
considering only the initial field evolution. Indeed, we expe
the wave properties of the disturbance field to determine
strength of the nascent current sheet and the character o
reconnective energy release.

To date the only analytic results for three-dimension
fan reconnection have been derived for the case of ste
state merging7 for which V5bY/a. However, the fact that
the fan equations must be able to reproduce the steady-
limit suggests introducing

F~x,t !5V~x,t !2
b

a
Y~x,t !, ~28!

to measure departures from the steady-state solution.
Consider, for instance, an initial global disturbance

the magnetic field,Y(x,0)5Y0(x) with V(x,0)5V0(x)50.
We have thatF52bY/a initially, but, according to the
steady-state limit,F(x,t) should diminish as the velocity
field builds up. We now investigate the evolution ofF(x,t)
under the conditions of three dimensional 0,k,1, strongly
driven merginga.b.

B. The localization phase

Using Eq. ~28!, the momentum and induction Eqs.~8!
and ~9! yield

Ft2a1xFx52a2kF2
b

a
a2~xYx1kY!2

b

a
hYxx ,

~29!

Yt2a2xYx5a2kY2b~xFx1kF !1hYxx ~30!

where

a15
a21b2

a
, a25

a22b2

a
.

These forms already suggest that, for finiteb<a, F(x,t)
initially evolves on a faster time scale thanY(x,t). In par-
 license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 5. The inward propagation of the degenerate flow profile. Because the momentum and induction equations decouple whenb50, the flow does not stop
localizing when theh1/2 length scale is attained. Parameters area51, k51/4, andh51022.
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ticular, sincea2 determines an inverse time scale forY we
see that the field localizes very slowly asb→a.

Suppose we examine the initial wave development un
the assumption thata2 anda1 define disparate time scale
for the evolution. Consider the momentum Eq.~29!. The
diffusion term is negligible because the magnetic field h
not yet localized; similarly, the term in (xYx1kY) is negli-
gible whenever the producta2b→0. In this case

F~x,t !.F0~j1!e2a2kt, j15xea1t a2b!1, ~31!

where F0(x)52bY0(x)/a. Thus F(x,t) rapidly localizes
and weakly decays during the initial evolution.

The localization ofF(x,t), as illustrated in Fig. 5, is
associated with the growth of the velocity fieldV(x,t). That
is, the magnetic and velocity fields approach the steady-s
solutionV.bY/a in the outer region whereF.0. In fact it
is natural to identify the growth ofV(x,t) with the fast char-
acteristicC1 in the general wave solution~Sec. III B!. Under
this interpretation it is the slower propagatingC2 wave train
that governs the amplification and localization of the ma
netic field.

It follows that we can consider the magnetic-field adve
tion in Eq. ~9! under the assumption that the term in (xFx

1kF) is negligible. For eitherF(x,t) has localized into the
origin, or b is sufficiently small. Either wayY(x,t) is given
by

Y~x,t !.Y0~j2!ea2kt, j25xea2t, ~32!
Downloaded 03 Nov 2008 to 130.217.76.77. Redistribution subject to AIP
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a result which reflects the localization and growth of the fie
on theC2 characteristic. The growth will be arrested whe
Yt.hYxx close to the neutral point. Applying this conditio
to Eq. ~32! implies the localization time

T.
1

2a2 lnS a2k

h D , ~33!

provided thatkÞ0. Upon back substitution of Eq.~33! into
the ideal solution~32! we find that the current at the origi
and hence the ohmic dissipation rate are given by

J;h2~11k!/2, Wh;h1/22k . ~34!

Thus fast reconnection occurs only ifk>1/2, in agreement
with the planar analysis.

Before turning to the numerical confirmation of the
results, we note one curious feature of the analysis. If
consider the caseb50 then Eqs.~8! and ~9! decouple ex-
actly. This is similar to the Clark limit, but suppose we no
allow an initial disturbance flow profileV0(x)5V(x,0) to
exist. The propagation of this shear flow is given by t
replacementF→V,a15a25a in Eq. ~31!, specifically

V~x,t !5V0~j!e2akt, j5xeat.

The interesting feature of this solution is that the inwa
advection of the wave does not stall! For finitek the flow
decays as it propagates inwards, but the decoupling from
induction equation means that the existence of ah1/2 length
scale cannot be conveyed to the flow. This anomaly pers
in the numerics for smallb but the disturbance is negligibl
energetically and does not effect the calculation of the di
 license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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nostics. In a more physical simulation, of course, this eff
is overcome by specifying a nonzero plasma viscosity
damp out the strong vorticity that develops in the vicinity
the current sheet.

C. Numerical results

To explore the previous results we takea[1 for all the
numerical simulations and specify 0,b,a to ensure a
strong localization of the field disturbance. We then carry
a series on smallh runs withk equal to 3/4, 1/2, and 1/4. Th
solutionY-V for k51/4,3/4 can be thought of as they andz
components of the same disturbance field, since the pl
and perpendicular terms are decoupled in the MHD eq
tions.

We solve Eqs.~8! and ~9! using a predictor-correcto
method with an initial Gaussian-like field distribution wit
no disturbance flow component. This disturbance is ‘‘top
logical’’ since it distorts the spine of the background fie
Therefore reconnection is required to ensure the recover
the equilibrium stateV(x,t)5Y(x,t)50.

As mentioned previously, we are faced with the proble
of numerically modeling an open problem on a finite me
However, the choicea.b vastly simplifies the problem a
the outer boundaries. With this constraint, we can be cer
that the disturbance field/flow is only propagating inwar
and hence we may setV(1,t)5Y(1,t)50 without having to
worry about unphysical currents developing at the infl
surface. We note that Henton18 also considers an initial con
figuration that comprises a finite disturbance flow. We w
not repeat the numerics for this condition since Henton de
onstrates that essentially identical scalings are obtained f
both approaches.

We are interested predominantly in three results from
numerical simulations: The field localization time, the e
ergy decay rate and the effect of ohmic dissipation. We c
culate these diagnostics by associating the localization t
T with the time of maximum current at the neutral poin
Care must be taken when calculating the decay rate of
total energy since the global energy may initially rise. This
due solely to the stretching of the field lines by the ba
ground flow. The condition atuxu51 eliminates the possibil
ity of disturbance energy being washed through the infl
boundary. Finally, we define the decay timeTD as the time
taken from the peak energy to decay to 1% of its maxim
value.

The localization times agree remarkably well with t
theory as demonstrated in Fig. 6. Restricting our attention
the lower range ofh ~between 331024 and 1026! we cal-
culate best fit scalings for the localization time as a funct
of u log hu. In the limit b50, the approximate scaling is exa
but this case results in annihilation rather than reconnect
For positive values ofb, the approximate scalings forT and
the current maximum are accurate up to quite largeb.

Given that the flux pile up scales in the correct mann
we assume a field dissipation time based on the reconne
time scale
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TD;
^B2/2&

Wh
;h0. ~35!

Figure 7 confirms that the decay of the field and flow dist
bances is almost independent ofh over a very broad range o
parameter space.

This result can also be checked by considering the t
energy and the time integrated ohmic dissipation rate for
planar–nonplanar pairingk51/4,3/4. The details are show
in Fig. 8. We calculate the total energy dissipated by ohm
heating from the time when the current peaks. The expe
tion is that all nonreconnective disturbances will have exi
the volume by this point~on the u ln hu time scale!. The re-
sults support the theory very well. The energy dissipated
ohmic heating scales almost identically with the peak ene
associated with the disturbance field.

Finally, we remark on the conditions required to achie
a significant total energy output from reconnection. Ba
cally, it is only the component of the disturbance field that
aligned to the preferred direction of the background flow t

FIG. 6. Scaling of the localization time for different background fie
strengths. The different symbols representk51/4 ~diamonds!, k51/2 ~tri-
angles!, andk53/4 ~squares! while the solid line is the predicted scaling.

FIG. 7. Relationship between the energy decay time andh for different
background potentials~assumingTD;hn!. The different symbols represen
k51/4 ~diamonds!, k51/2 ~triangles!, andk53/4 ~squares!.
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is ‘‘energetically’’ important. In other words, for a distur
bance field in only they direction we requirek>1/2.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The problem of dynamic, nonlinear, three-dimensio
fan reconnection has been considered. We have shown
the problem can be understood as the superposition of fi
amplitude, plane wave disturbances on backgroundX-point
equilibria. The resultant shear waves eventually localize i
current sheets of widthDx;h1/2 overlying the neutral point.
The end result is magnetic reconnection and strongly
hanced rates of ohmic dissipation.

Yet fast reconnection can only occur if the waves a
strongly driven by a global background flow (a.b). In this
case the localization of the disturbance field occurs ove
u ln hu time scale and the topological energy of the dist
bance is always rapidly dissipated, at a rate independen
the plasma resistivity. To release significant topological
ergy however, the wave field and the background flow m
be suitably aligned. Thus a wave disturbance aligned to thy
axis must be driven by a background flow field withk
>1/2 if an energetically significant output is to be achieve

It is interesting that the classical Sweet–Parker scal
namelyWh;h1/2, represents the slowest possible dissipat
rate for the disturbance. This rate is accelerated accordin
the strength of the flux pile-up in the current layer. O
difficulty for the present fast reconnection solutions is th
formally at least, the magnetic flux must increasingly pile-
as h→0. This can lead to huge plasma pressures in the
connection region. A positive feature of the thre
dimensional models, is that the scaling of the plasma p
sure, viz.p0;h2k, is considerably less severe than for t
planar models (k51).

More physically, Craiget al.9 working in the context of
steady-state, solar flare reconnection, consider the ‘‘satur
energy dissipation rate’’ obtained by bounding the plas
pressure to levels available in the solar atmosphere. Rea
pressures require that the amplitude of the disturbance
washed into the reconnection region be suitably limited.
k.1/2 fan current reconnection, it is found that both t

FIG. 8. Comparison ofE after the field localization~solid line best fit! and
the total energy dissipated through ohmic heating~dashed line best fit!. The
different symbols representk51/4 ~diamonds! and k53/4 ~squares!. In
both cases there is no background magnetic field (b50).
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energy content of the disturbance field and the ohmic di
pation rate may be sufficient to account for modest flar
even at classical resistivity levelsh.10212. The fan recon-
nection mechanism becomes even more viable when
remembered that micro-instabilities in the plasma lead
plausible enhancements ofh by factors of 104 or more.1 We
have not considered the breakdown of the collisional re
tivity, but the scaling of the current layerDx.h1/2 is cer-
tainly consistent with the breakdown of collisional cond
tions in the vicinity of the neutral point.

In this study we have only briefly mentioned the spi
current reconnection mechanism. Unlike the current sh
structures of the fan model, spine reconnection involv
time-dependent, tubular currents aligned to the spine a
The radial extent of the current density~which scales ash1/2!
seems to preclude energy release comparable to the
model, at least assuming realistic bounds on the plasma p
sure. Despite this limitation, we believe it may be premat
to reject spine reconnection as a viable energy conver
mechanism.

APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF THE ENERGY
EQUATION

Since the background field is an odd function ofx, y,
and z, only the disturbance field contributes to the glob
energy losses of the fluid. We can make a further simplifi
tion by exploiting the decoupling between they andz com-
ponents of the disturbance field and flow. Consider theref
the contribution

Ė5 1
2^~Y2! t1~V2! t&. ~A1!

Multiplying Eq. ~9! through byY gives
1
2~Y2! t5Y@a~xYx1kY!2b~xVx1kV!#1hYYxx .

~A2!

On integration this yields
1
2^~Y2! t&54aY1

21a~k2 1
2!^Y

2&2b^xVxY&2bk^VY&

2h^~Yx!
2&, ~A3!

whereY15Y(1,t) and we have assumed that the current
weak at the inflow boundaries. A similar calculation usi
the momentum equation implies

1
2^~V2! t&54aV1

22a~k1 1
2!^V

2&2b^xVYx2kVY&.
~A4!

Combining these two results yields Eq.~13!.

APPENDIX B: SPINE CURRENT EQUATIONS

In the spine current formulation of the problem we ta

v5aP~r !1U~y,z,t !x̂, B5bP~r !1X~y,z,t !x̂, ~B1!

and the momentum and induction equations become

Ut5@12D k#~aU2bX!1 f U~ t !, ~B2!

Xt5@11D k#~bU2aX!1h~Xyy1Xzz!, ~B3!

respectively where the differential operatorDk is given by
 license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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D k5ky
]

]y
1~12k!z

]

]z
.

We dismissed this solution earlier on the grounds that
scalings were bound to be unfavorable given the steady-s
analysis of Craiget al.9 Since the spine current solution
close to the threshold of being able to provide sufficient
ergy to describe a small flare~when we take into account th
possible local enhancement ofh!, this form of reconnection
should not be completely ignored.
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